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Real James Dean
From women bull-jumping in Minoan Crete and ancient Sparta -- where girls
wrestled in the nude alongside boys -- to women competing in full armour in
chariot races, this book presents ancient women as much more than sisters, wives,
and mothers. Focusing on an area that has long been dominated by men, this book
documents women's participation in the ancient Greek world of sports in an effort
to reconstruct and present a full and equitable picture of women in history as
capable, independent thinkers and valuable contributors to ancient Greek society.
Included is a complete list gathered from ancient texts, inscriptions, art, and
artefacts of women winners and the festivals and events in which they were
victorious.

The Power of Chowa
From the resumption of automobile production at the close of World War II through
the 1950s, the American auto industry would see the births and deaths of several
manufacturers, great technological advances, and an era of dramatic styling as a
prospering nation asserted its growing mobility. Cars of this period are among the
most iconic vehicles ever built in the United States: the 1949 Ford, the remarkable
Studebaker designs of 1950 and 1953, the 1955–1957 Chevrolets, the “Forward
Look” Chrysler products, the ill-fated Edsel and many others. This comprehensive
reference book details every model from each of the major manufacturers
(including independents such as Kaiser-Frazer and Crosley but excluding very lowvolume marques such as Tucker) from model years 1946 through 1959. Year by
year, it provides an overview of the industry and market, followed by an individual
report on each company: its main news for the year (introductions or cancellations
of models, new engines and transmissions, advertising themes, sales trends etc.);
its production figures and market status; and its powertrain offerings, paint colors
and major options. The company’s models are then detailed individually with such
information as body styles, prices, dimensions and weights, standard equipment
and production figures. Nearly 1,000 photographs are included.
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But Gentlemen Marry Brunettes
Lost Country Life
There are today no more compelling sets of crime and security threats facing
nations, communities, organizations, groups, families and individuals than those
encompassed by cybercrime. For over fifty years crime enabled by computing and
telecommunications technologies have increasingly threatened societies as they
have become reliant on information systems for sustaining modernized living.
Cybercrime is not a new phenomenon, rather an evolving one with respect to
adoption of information technology (IT) for abusive and criminal purposes. Further,
by virtue of the myriad ways in which IT is abused, it represents a technological
shift in the nature of crime rather than a new form of criminal behavior. In other
words, the nature of crime and its impacts on society are changing to the extent
computers and other forms of IT are used for illicit purposes. Understanding the
subject, then, is imperative to combatting it and to addressing it at various levels.
This work is the first comprehensive encyclopedia to address cybercrime. Topical
articles address all key areas of concern and specifically those having to with:
terminology, definitions and social constructs of crime; national infrastructure
security vulnerabilities and capabilities; types of attacks to computers and
information systems; computer abusers and cybercriminals; criminological,
sociological, psychological and technological theoretical underpinnings of
cybercrime; social and economic impacts of crime enabled with information
technology (IT) inclusive of harms experienced by victims of cybercrimes and
computer abuse; emerging and controversial issues such as online pornography,
the computer hacking subculture and potential negative effects of electronic
gaming and so-called computer addiction; bodies and specific examples of U.S.
federal laws and regulations that help to prevent cybercrimes; examples and
perspectives of law enforcement, regulatory and professional member associations
concerned about cybercrime and its impacts; and computer forensics as well as
general investigation/prosecution of high tech crimes and attendant challenges
within the United States and internationally.

The Rolling Stones: On Air in the Sixties
"Obligatory reading for future informed citizens." —The New York Times "[This]
charming book provides examples and sends the message that citizens aren't born
but are made by actions taken to help others and the world they live in." –The
Washington Post Empowering and timeless, What Can a Citizen Do? is the latest
collaboration from the acclaimed duo behind the bestselling Her Right Foot: Dave
Eggers and Shawn Harris. This is a book for today's youngest readers about what it
means to be a citizen. This is a book about what citizenship—good
citizenship—means to you, and to us all.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Automobiles
This is it! The original GQ story that became an international sensation by
exploring, for the first time in the media, the other side--the defense side-- of the
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1993 Michael Jackson scandal. Today, it remains a sought-after story by the
superstar's fans around the world. Until now, the original, unedited version of the
GQ article has not been available. Now, two years after Michael Jackson's death, in
the midst of a resurgence of his music and popularity, the official GQ story is being
released, with a new cover and foreword written by the author, award-winning
journalist Mary A. Fischer. As the media rushed to judgment about the '93
allegations--that Jackson had molested a 13-year-old boy--no one bothered to look
in depth at Jackson's adult accusers. GQ senior writer Mary A. Fischer, known for
investigating controversial, under-reported stories, took on the assignment. She
spent months delving into the backgrounds of Evan Chandler and his attorney
Barry K. Rothman, Jackson's main accusers. What emerged from Fischer's
examination, based on court documents, business records and scores of
interviews, some with confidential sources who would only meet in out of the way
places, was a persuasive argument that Jackson molested no one and that he
himself may have been the victim of a well-conceived plan to extract money from
him. More than that, it was a classic story of greed, ambition, misconceptions on
the part of police and prosecutors, a lazy and sensation-seeking media and the use
of a powerful, hypnotic drug. Today, it remains an important, relevant story about
how a case was simply invented. And now, for the first time in over a decade, it is
available to Michael Jackson fans everywhere.

Dangerous Highlander
Be there again! The Christmas present that brings back the sixties. From their first
TV appearance on Thank Your Lucky Stars!, buttoned up in matching hounds-tooth
suits at manager Andrew Loog Oldham's insistence, to the louche rockers who
appeared on stage for the televised free concert in London's Hyde Park in 1969,
this book looks back at their career-defining broadcasts, remembering the music,
the clothes, the fans, the rivals and friends, and the world at large around them,
divided by generation between broad-sheet moral panic and hysterical teen riots.
Featuring previously unseen facsimile documents from the BBC and commercial TV
and radio archives and many stunning unseen images, this is history as it
happened, in context, immediate and vivid, offering new insights and a fresh
unexplored perspective on the story of one of the greatest great rock 'n' roll bands
the world has ever seen.

Unstoppable
For millions of people around the world, Carol Brady is synonymous with
motherhood, but growing up as the youngest of ten children in rural Indiana in the
aftermath of the Great Depression, Florence Henderson lived a life quite different
from that of the quintessential TV mom she later played on television. Florence's
father was a dirt-poor tobacco tenant farmer who was nearly fifty years old when
he married Florence's twenty-five-year-old mother, and was nearly seventy when
Florence was born. Florence's childhood was full of deprivation and abandonment.
Her father was an alcoholic at a time when there was no rehab or help for the
disease. Their home rarely had electricity or running water. When she was twelve,
Florence's mother left the family to work in Cleveland and never returned. Florence
opens up about her childhood, as well as the challenges she's faced as an adult,
including stage fright, postpartum depression, her extramarital affairs, divorce, her
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hearing loss, and heart problems. She writes with honesty and wisdom of how her
faith and ability to survive has brought her through rough times to a life of
profound joy and purpose.

Religion and Society in Twentieth-Century Britain
Three master works from the official Church of Satan reading list: The Book of Lies
by Aleister Crowley, The Anti-Christ by Friedrich Nietzsche and Notes from
Underground Fyodor Dostoyevsky.

Index of Patents Issued from the United States Patent and
Trademark Office
A longtime legend in the competitive world of commercial photography, Maisel is
known for his mastery of color, and emphasis on natural light, and a painterly
approach to advertising photography. The book focuses on campaigns for such
clients as GTE, Chrysler Plymouth, and Royal Viking Cruise Line.

First King of Hollywood
Dangerous Highlander is the first novel of Dark Sword—a breathtaking historical
and paranormal romance series from Donna Grant. The bold and passionate Lucan
MacLeod—one of three brothers cursed by dark magic for eternity—is driven by
desire for the one woman he dare not let himself possess He is magnificently
strong—and dangerously seductive. One of the fiercest of his clan, Lucan MacLeod
is a legend among warriors, inspiring fear in man and woman alike. For three
hundred years, he has locked himself away from the world, hiding the vengeful god
imprisoned in his soul. But then, a young lass caught in a raging storm awakens his
deepest impulsesand darkest desires. Cara doesn't believe the rumors about the
MacLeod castle—until the majestic Highland warrior appears like a fiery vision in
the storm, pulling her into his powerful arms, and into his world of magic and
Druids. An epic war between good and evil is brewing. And Lucan must battle his
all-consuming attraction for Cara—or surrender to the flames of a reckless,
impossible love that threatens to destroy them both

Robert Wise
Throughout history, human beings have sought ways to enhance the flavor of the
foods they eat. In the 21st century, biotechnology plays an important role in the
flavor improvement of many types of foods. This book covers many of the
biotechnological approaches currently being applied to flavor enhancement. The
contribution of microbial metabolism to flavor development in fermented
beverages and dairy products has been exploited for thousands of years, but the
recent availability of whole genome sequences of the yeasts and bacteria involved
in these processes is stimulating targeted approaches to flavor enhancement.
Chapters discuss recent developments in the flavor modification of wine, beer, and
dairy products through the manipulation of the microbial species involved.
Biotechnological approaches to the production of specific flavor molecules in
microbes and plant tissue cultures, and the challenges that have been
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encountered, are also covered, along with the metabolic engineering of food crops
for flavor enhancement - also a current area of research. Biotechnology is also
being applied to crop breeding through marker-assisted selection for important
traits, including flavor, and the book looks at the application of the biotechnological
approach to breeding for enhanced flavor in rice, apple, and basil. These
techniques are subject to governmental regulation, and this is addressed in a
dedicated chapter. This updated second edition features five brand new chapters,
and the topics covered in the book will be of interest to those in the flavor and food
industries as well as to academic researchers interested in flavors.

Rules of the Ruff
With supernatural horrors haunting the streets and preying upon humanity, the
shadowy Hellsing Organization fights back against hell's minions. And Hellsing has
a secret weapon in their arsenal: the vampire lord Alucard, whose terrifying powers
are needed more than ever as an army of the undead marches on London beneath
the banner of the swastika! Collects Hellsing chapters 1-27 from Hellsing Volumes
1-4.

Brady, Brady, Brady
For fans of Hygge and Lagom comes this inspiring guide that introduces the
Japanese wisdom of chowa—the search for balance—to help us find harmony and
peace in every area of our lives. The Japanese wisdom of chowa offers a fresh
approach to being, showing us how to create space and symmetry at work, at
home, and in our relationships. Chowa is an ancient philosophy and set of practices
that enable us to discover what matters most in our individual lives, and help us
transform our way of thinking about ourselves and others. By harnessing the power
of chowa, we can learn to ignore the ephemera, focus on the important things, and
cultivate a steady state of equilibrium and calm that gives us the confidence and
fortitude to handle any challenge we may face. Following the practical steps in this
empowering book, we can better balance our priorities and relationships and find
inner strength and flexibility in times of change and stress. With The Power of
Chowa, curious seekers can achieve wellness, happiness, and contentment every
day.

The Finkler Question
In the decades following his death, many of those who knew James Dean
best––actors, directors, friends, lovers (both men and women), photographers, and
Hollywood columnists––shared stories of their first-person experiences with him in
interviews and in the articles and autobiographies they wrote. Their recollections of
Dean became lost in fragile back issues of movie magazines and newspapers and
in out-of-print books that are extremely hard to find. Until now. The Real James
Dean is the first book of its kind: a rich collection spanning six decades of writing in
which many of the people whose lives were touched by Dean recall their indelible
experiences with him in their own words. Here are the memorable personal
accounts of Dean from his high school and college drama teachers; the girl he
almost married; costars like Rock Hudson, Natalie Wood, Jim Backus, and Raymond
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Massey; directors Elia Kazan, Nicholas Ray, and George Stevens; entertainer
Eartha Kitt; gossip queen Hedda Hopper; the passenger who accompanied Dean on
his final, fatal road trip; and a host of his other friends and colleagues.

ON ASSIGNMENT PB
The rich local traditions of musical life in rural China are still little known. Musicmaking in village society is largely ceremonial, and shawm bands account for a
major part of such music. This is the first major ethnographic study of Chinese
shawm bands in their ceremonial and social context. Based in a poor county in
Shanxi province in northwest China, Stephen Jones describes the painful
maintenance of ceremonial and its music there under Maoism, its revival with the
market reforms of the 1980s and its modification under the assault of pop music
since the 1990s. The book is accompanied by a 47-minute DVD and will appeal to
ethnomusicologists, anthropologists and all those interested in modern Chinese
history and society.

The Craftsman Woodturner
The complete, definitive biography of Hollywood's first superstar Douglas Fairbanks
was the greatest leading man of his generation—the first and the best of the
swashbucklers. He made some of the greatest films of the silent era, including The
Thief of Bagdad, Robin Hood, and The Mark of Zorro. With Charlie Chaplin, D. W.
Griffith, and his wife, film star Mary Pickford, he founded United Artists. Pickford
and Fairbanks ruled Hollywood as its first king and queen for a decade. Now a
cache of newly discovered love letters from Fairbanks to Pickford form the
centerpiece of the first truly definitive biography of Hollywood's first king, the
original Robin Hood, the true Zorro, the man who did his own stunts, built his own
studio, and formed a company that allowed artists to distribute their own wealth
outside the studio system. Fairbanks was fun, witty, engaging, creative, athletic,
and a force to be reckoned with. He shaped our idea of the Hollywood hero, and it
has never been the same since. His story, like his movies, is full of passion,
bravado, and romance.

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1
Dexter T. Rexter is going to school. But will anyone like him? Tomorrow is the
biggest event ever in Dexter's life: his best friend, Jack, is taking him to school for
Show and Tell Day! Dexter has been getting ready for weeks. But now he's a little
nervous. What if the other kids don't like him? So Dexter decides to come up with a
plan. He'll wear a costume. Dinosaurs in bunny ears look good, right? He'll recite
state capitals starting withuhaher. Then he realizes something. He can't dance. He
can't recite things. He doesn't have ANY skills. What's a dino to do? This comical,
interactive tale of belonging, friendship, anticipation, and first-day-at-school jitters
lets readers experience the excitement and nervousness along with Dexter--and
even offer him a little advice along the way.

Recent Advances in Spatial Equilibrium Modelling
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American Cars, 1946Ð1959
"He should have seen it coming. His life had been one mishap after another. So he
should have been prepared for this one" Julian Treslove, a professionally
unspectacular and disappointed BBC worker, and Sam Finkler, a popular Jewish
philosopher, writer and television personality, are old school friends. Despite a
prickly relationship and very different lives, they've never quite lost touch with
each other - or with their former teacher, Libor Sevick, a Czechoslovakian always
more concerned with the wider world than with exam results. Now, both Libor and
Finkler are recently widowed, and with Treslove, his chequered and unsuccessful
record with women rendering him an honorary third widower, they dine at Libor's
grand, central London apartment. It's a sweetly painful evening of reminiscence in
which all three remove themselves to a time before they had loved and lost; a time
before they had fathered children, before the devastation of separations, before
they had prized anything greatly enough to fear the loss of it. Better, perhaps, to
go through life without knowing happiness at all because that way you had less to
mourn? Treslove finds he has tears enough for the unbearable sadness of both his
friends' losses. And it's that very evening, at exactly 11:30pm, as Treslove
hesitates a moment outside the window of the oldest violin dealer in the country as
he walks home, that he is attacked. After this, his whole sense of who and what he
is will slowly and ineluctably change. The Finkler Question is a scorching story of
exclusion and belonging, justice and love, ageing, wisdom and humanity. Funny,
furious, unflinching, this extraordinary novel shows one of our finest writers at his
brilliant best.

Ritual and Music of North China
A new, edgier take on baking cookies, from a James Beard Award-winning chef and
the owner of the popular Chicago restaurant, HotChocolate. Mindy Segal is serious
about cookies. And Cookie Love is your new go-to, never-fail reference for turn-outperfectly-every-time cookie recipes. Mindy, award-winning pastry chef and selfprofessed “cookie nerd,” shares all of her secrets for turning classic recipes into
more elevated, fun interpretations of everyone’s favorite sweet treat. From Peanut
Butter Peanut Brittle Cookies and Fleur de Sel Shortbread with Vanilla Halvah, to
Malted Milk Spritz and Peaches and Cream Thumbprints, Segal’s recipes are
inspired and far from expected. Inside you’ll find more than sixty perfected recipes
for every kind of cookie including drop cookies, bars, sandwich cookies, shortbread,
thumbprints, and more, as well as the best tricks and tools of the trade and
everything you need to know to build the ideal cookie pantry. A must-have for
anyone looking to up their cookie-baking game, Cookie Love is a celebration of the
most humble, delicious, and wonderful of baked treats.

Was Michael Jackson Framed?
Continues the adventures of Lorelei Lee, an attractive American diamond-lover of
the Roaring Twenties.

Food Photography
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In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, working-class Americans had
eating habits that were distinctly shaped by jobs, families, neighborhoods, and the
tools, utilities, and size of their kitchens—along with their cultural heritage. How
the Other Half Ate is a deep exploration by historian and lecturer Katherine Turner
that delivers an unprecedented and thoroughly researched study of the changing
food landscape in American working-class families from industrialization through
the 1950s. Relevant to readers across a range of disciplines—history, economics,
sociology, urban studies, women’s studies, and food studies—this work fills an
important gap in historical literature by illustrating how families experienced food
and cooking during the so-called age of abundance. Turner delivers an engaging
portrait that shows how America’s working class, in a multitude of ways, has
shaped the foods we eat today.

Chocolate Wars
Encyclopedia of Cybercrime
A potato and his eggplant nemesis struggle to find the perfect pants in this
hilarious, heartwarming tale of forgiveness by bestselling Geisel-Award winning
creator Laurie Keller. Potato is excited because today—for one day only— Lance
Vance’s Fancy Pants Store is selling . . .POTATO PANTS! Potato rushes over early,
but just as he’s about to walk in, something makes him stop. What could it be?
Find out in this one-of-a-kind story about misunderstandings and forgiveness,
and—of course—Potato Pants! A Christy Ottaviano Book This title has Common
Core connections.

A Fine Dessert: Four Centuries, Four Families, One Delicious
Treat
The first chapter of the Acts of the Apostles describes Christ's Ascension: "And a
cloud received him out of their sight." As the disciples looked up, two angels
appeared and told them, "This same Jesus, taken up from you into heaven, shall
come again in the same way as you have seen him go." In 1910, Rudolf Steiner
began a series of lectures announcing the advent of Christ's appearance in the
sphere of the earth's etheric or life body. At first, he said, only a few will be aware
of it, but in time more and more people--regardless of religious affiliation--will be
strengthened, comforted and infused by the Christ's living presence. Such
"Damascus experiences," bespeaking a new natural clairvoyance, Steiner argues,
will become increasingly common. "The Christ will become a living comforter," he
writes. "However strange it may seem, it is nevertheless true that often when
people, even in considerable numbers, are sitting together not knowing what to do
and waiting, they will see the etheric Christ. He will be there, will confer with them,
and will cast his word in such gatherings. We are now approaching these times"
This collection contains Steiner's lectures on this theme, as well as on important
related questions, such spiritual science and etheric vision, the etheric vision of the
future, "the etherization of the blood," the Sermon on the Mount and the land of
Shambhala, the mysteries of comets and the Moon, Buddhism and Pauline
Christianity, spirit beings and the ground of the world, and the three realms
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between death and rebirth. The Reappearance of Christ in the Etheric collects
much of Rudolf Steiner's most important discussions of esoteric Christianity,
especially as it relates to the central place of the Christ being in world and human
evolution.

Life Is Not a Stage
The Brady Bunch is one of the most beloved series to ever grace American
television screens. Whether you've been a devoted fan since its inception in the
late 1960s, or are a more recent Brady buff thanks to its steady airing in
syndication, there is an undeniable shared delight that comes from the simplenatured, humor-filled world of that picture-perfect family. Now, for the first time,
the show's famous creator, writer, and producer Sherwood Schwartz and his son,
writer and producer Lloyd Schwartz, share with their loyal audience the complete
first-hand behind-the-scenes story of The Brady Bunch. From how the show was
developed, pitched, greenlighted, cast, produced, and embraced, to ultimately how
it changed the TV and cultural landscape of America—this book really has it all.
Sherwood and Lloyd Schwartz carefully and nostalgically recall all the
details—great, small, funny, frustrating, and everything in between—that came
with the show. Taking an exclusive tour of everything Brady, you'll marvel at the
stories, take pleasure in more than 50 rare photographs, and transport yourself
into the show you love with the insider details you never knew.

Rave Culture
With a cast of characters that wouldn't be out of place in a Victorian novel,
Chocolate Wars tells the story of the great chocolatier dynasties, through the prism
of the Cadburys. Chocolate was consumed unrefined and unprocessed as a rather
bitter, fatty drink for the wealthy elite until the late 19th century, when the Swiss
discovered a way to blend it with milk and unleashed a product that would conquer
every market in the world. Thereafter, one of the great global business rivalries
unfolded as each chocolate maker attempted to dominate its domestic market and
innovate new recipes for chocolate that would set it apart from its rivals. The
contest was full of dramatic contradictions: The Cadburys were austere Quakers
who found themselves making millions from an indulgent product; Kitty Hershey
could hardly have been more flamboyant yet her husband was moved by the
Cadburys tradition of philanthropy. Each was a product of their unique time and
place yet they shared one thing: they want to make the best chocolate in the
world.

How the Other Half Ate
Do you need help making your food look as delicious as it tastes? Are you a
“foodie” hungry for more tantalizing photos of your culinary creations? Do you
have a food blog that you’d like to take to the next level, with better images and a
stronger business strategy? Then this book is for you! In Food Photography: From
Snapshots to Great Shots, Second Edition, photographer Nicole Young returns to
dish up the basics on everything you need to know to make great food images,
from getting the right camera equipment to mastering the key photographic
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principles of aperture, ISO, and shutter speed. She offers tips on styling food using
props, fabrics, and tabletops; and she explains how to improve your photos
through editing after the shoot. This new edition features many brand-new images
and examples, accompanied by up-to-date discussions on achieving good lighting
and composition. In addition Nicole covers developments in the industry that have
emerged since the publication of the first edition, such as the entry of mirrorless
cameras on the scene, and more. She also provides a brand new post-processing
section focusing on Photoshop Lightroom, showing how to improve your photos
through sharpening, color enhancement, and other editing techniques. Beautifully
illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book offers the practical advice and
expert shooting tips you need to get the food images you want every time you pick
up your camera.

Athletries
During the twentieth century, Britain turned from one of the most deeply religious
nations of the world into one of the most secularised nations. This book provides a
comprehensive account of religion in British society and culture between 1900 and
2000. It traces how Christian Puritanism and respectability framed the people
amidst world wars, economic depressions, and social protest, and how until the
1950s religious revivals fostered mass enthusiasm. It then examines the sudden
and dramatic changes seen in the 1960’s and the appearance of religious militancy
in the 1980s and 1990s. With a focus on the themes of faith cultures,
secularisation, religious militancy and the spiritual revolution of the New Age, this
book uses people’s own experiences and the stories of the churches to display the
diversity and richness of British religion. Suitable for undergraduate students
studying modern British history, church history and sociology of religion.

Potato Pants!
Prices and quantities of both stock and flow variables in an economic system are
decisively influenced by their spatial coordinates. Any equilibrium state also
mirrors the underlying spatial structure and a tatonnement process also
incorporates the spatial ramifications of consumer and producer behaviour. The
recognition ofthe spatial element in the formation of a general equilibrium in a
complex space-economy already dates back to early work of LOsch, Isard and
Samuelson, but it reached a stage of maturity thanks to the new inroads made by
T. Takayama. This book is devoted to spatial economic equilibrium (SPE) analysis
and is meant to pay homage to the founding father of modern spatial economic
thinking, Professor Takayama. This book witnesses his great talents in clear and
rigorous economic thinking regarding an area where for decades many economists
have been groping in the dark. Everybody who wants to study the phenomenon of
spatial economic equilibrium will necessarily come across Takayama's work, but
this necessity is at the same time a great pleasure. Studying his work means a
personal scientific enrichment in a field which is still not completely explored. The
present volume brings together recent contributions to spatial equilibrium analysis,
written by friends and colleagues of Takayama. The structure of the book is based
on four main uses of spatial equilibrium models: (i) the imbedding of spatial flows
in the economic environment, related to e.g.
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The Reappearance of Christ in the Etheric
A New York Times Best Illustrated Book From highly acclaimed author Jenkins and
Caldecott Medal–winning illustrator Blackall comes a fascinating picture book in
which four families, in four different cities, over four centuries, make the same
delicious dessert: blackberry fool. This richly detailed book ingeniously shows how
food, technology, and even families have changed throughout American history. In
1710, a girl and her mother in Lyme, England, prepare a blackberry fool, picking
wild blackberries and beating cream from their cow with a bundle of twigs. The
same dessert is prepared by an enslaved girl and her mother in 1810 in
Charleston, South Carolina; by a mother and daughter in 1910 in Boston; and
finally by a boy and his father in present-day San Diego. Kids and parents alike will
delight in discovering the differences in daily life over the course of four centuries.
Includes a recipe for blackberry fool and notes from the author and illustrator
about their research. From the Hardcover edition.

Don't Forget Dexter!
In his trademark straight-talking style, legendary auto executive Lee Iacocca
speaks his mind on the most pressing issues facing America today: the shortage of
responsible leaders in the business world and in government; the nation's
damaged relations with its longtime allies; the challenges presented by the
emergence of China and India on the world's economic stage; the decline of the
American car business; and the state of the American family. Iacocca shares the
lessons he's learned from a lifetime of hard work and adventure, of spectacular
successes and stunning defeats, of integrity and grace and good old-fashioned
American optimism.

Where Have All the Leaders Gone?
In the autumn of 1912, the football team from Carlisle Indian Industrial School took
the field at the U.S. Military Academy, home to the bigger, stronger, and betterequipped West Points Cadets. Sportswriters billed the game as a sort of rematch,
pitting against each other the descendants of U.S. soldiers and American Indians
who fought on the battlefield only 20 years earlier. But for lightning-fast Jim Thorpe
and the other Carlisle players, that day's game was about skill, strategy, and
determination. Known for unusual formations and innovative plays, the Carlisle
squad was out to prove just one thing -- that it was the best football team in all the
land.

Cookie Love
The standard work from a woodturning authority - the late Peter Child. Part I
describes the tools and techniques needed by the serious practictioner. Part II
consists of step-by-step instructions for making 15 practical and ornamental
projects such as goblets, hourglasses and lamp bases. This edition with foreword
from the author's son, distinguished woodturner, Roy Child is ideal for newcomers
but also offers a wealth of practical advice for the more experienced turner.
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Biotechnology in Flavor Production
How English country folk lived, worked, threshed, thatched, rolled fleece, milled
corn, brewed mead, and carried on all the other tasks and trades of daily rural life.

Satanic Classics
It used to be that raves were grassroots organized, anti-establishment, unlicensed
all-night drug-fueled dance parties held in abandoned warehouses or an open field.
These days, you pay $40 for a branded party at popular riverfront nightclubs where
age and status, rather than DJ expertise and dancing, shape your experience. In
Rave Culture sociologist Tammy Anderson explores the dance music, drug use and
social deviance that are part of the pulsing dynamics of this collective. Her
ethnographic study compares the Philadelphia rave scene with other rave scenes
in London and Ibiza. She chronicles how generational change, commercialization,
law enforcement, hedonism, and genre fragmentation fundamentally altered
electronic dance music parties. Her analysis calls attention to issues of personal
and collective identity in helping to explain such social change and what the
decline of the rave scene means for the future of youth culture and electronic
dance music.

What Can a Citizen Do?
Introducing Dexter T. Rexter, the toughest, coolest dinosaur ever. At least he likes
to think so. When his best friend, Jack, leaves him behind at the doctor's office,
Dexter T. Rexter panics. First he tries to find Jack. Then he sings their special song.
Then he sings their special song even louder. But when Jack still doesn't appear,
Dexter starts to wonder. What if he's being replaced by another toy? It can't
be--after all, he can STOMP, RAWR, and CHOMP! Right? Right?! This hilariously
neurotic dinosaur will do whatever it takes to get his friend back--even asking the
reader's advice--in this first book of a brand-new series.

It's Show and Tell, Dexter!
A girl learns how to walk dogs—and walk tall—in this charming, coming-of-age
novel Twelve-year-old Jessie is in for a long, lonely summer at her aunt and uncle’s
house. Her uncle is clueless, her aunt is downright frosty, and worst of all, her
cousin Ann thinks Jessie isn’t cool enough to hang out with anymore. But Jessie is
industrious, and—not content with being ignored all summer—she convinces Wes,
a grouchy neighborhood dog walker, to take her on as his apprentice. Sure, dog
walking turns out to be harder than she expected, but she has Wes’s dog-walking
code, the Rules of the Ruff, to guide her, and soon, she’s wrangling her very own
pack like the best of them. But when Monique, a charming rival dog walker, moves
to town, she quickly snatches up most of Wes’s business—and Jessie decides she
isn’t going to take this defeat with her tail between her legs.
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